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ABSTRACT
The localization and termination of olivocerebellar fibers in the flocculus and nodulus of
the rabbit were studied with anterograde axonal transport methods [wheatgerm agglutininhorseradish peroxidase (WGA-HRP) and tritiated leucinel and correlated with the compartments in the white matter of these lobules delineated with acetylcholinesterase histochemistry
(Tan et al. J. Comp. Neurol., 1995, this issue). Olivocerebellar fibers originating from the caudal
dorsal cap travel through floccular compartments FC2 and FC4 to terminate as climbing fibers
in floccular zones FZII and FZIv. Fibers from the rostral dorsal cap and the ventrolateral
outgrowth traverse compartments FC1and FC3,which are interleaved with compartments FC2
and FC4! and terminate in zones FZ1 and FZiIi. Fibers from the rostral pole of the medial
accessory olive traverse the Cz compartment and terminate in the Cz zone. FZ1-111 extend into
the adjoining folium (folium p) of the ventral paraflocculus. The C2 zone continues across
folium p into other folia of the ventral paraflocculus and into the dorsal paraflocculus. Four
compartments and five zones were distinguished in the nodulus. Medial compartment XC1
contains olivocerebellar fibers from the caudal dorsal cap and subnucleus p that terminate in
the XZi zone. Olivocerebellar fibers from the rostral dorsal cap and the ventrolateral outgrowth
occupy XC2 and terminate in XZII.The XC, compartment contains fibers from both the caudal
dorsal cap and from the rostral dorsal cap and the ventrolateral outgrowth. The latter
terminate in a central portion of the XZIv zone. The dorsomedial cell column projects to the
XZIll zone, which is present only in the dorsal part of the nodulus. The rostral medial accessory
olive projects to the XZV zone, which occupies the lateral border of the nodulus. These results
confirm and extend the conclusions of Katayama and Nisimaru (119881 Neurosci. Res.
5:424-438) on the zonal pattern in the olivo-nodular projection in the rabbit. Additional
observations were made on the presence of a lateral A zone (Buisseret-Delmas [19881 Neurosci.
Res. 5475-493) in the hemisphere of lobules VI and VII. Retrograde labeling of the
nucleo-olivary tract of Legendre and Courville (119871 Neuroscience 21:877-891) was observed
after WGA-HRP injections into the inferior olive including the rostral dorsal cap and the
ventrolateral outgrowth. The anatomical and functional implications of these observations are
discussed. a 1995 Wiley-Liss, lnc.
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The flocculus and nodulus are involved in several motor
systems relayed by the vestibular nuclei. Best known is the
Of the flocculus in the adaptive
Of eye movemerits (It09 197% 1982, 19g4; Robinson, 1976; Ito et al.,
1982a,b; Nagao, 1983, 1988).The flocculus receives a visual
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input via climbing fibers from the inferior olive. The
nodulus receives climbing fibers from both visually and
vestihularly dominated subnuclei of the inferior olive. The
main output of the flocculus and the nodulus is directed
through their Purkinje cell axons to the vestibular nuclei.
Climbing fibers terminating in the flocculus originate
from the dorsal cap (dc) and adjoining ventrolateral outgrowth (vlo) of the inferior olive with only minor species
differences (Maekawa and Simpson, 1972, 1973; Alley et al.,
1975; Maekawa and Takeda, 1976,1977; Groenewegen and
Voogd, 1977; Hoddevik and Brodal, 1977; Kawamura and
Hashikawa, 1979; Walberg et a]., 1979; Yamamoto, 1979a;
Brodal and Brodal, 1982; Gerrits and Voogd, 1982, 1989;
Blanks et al., 1983; Sato et al., 1983; Whitworth et al., 1983;
Balahan, 1984; Takeda and Maekawa 1984a, 1989a,b;
Langer et al., 1985; Bernard, 1987; Blanks, 1990; Ruigrok
et al., 1992).They also originate from the rostral pole of the
medial accessory olive (MAO; Urodal, 1940; Alley et al.,
1975; Hoddevik and Brodal, 1977; Walberg et al., 1979;
Yamamoto, 1979a; Brodal and Brodal, 1982; Gerrits and
Voogd, 1982; Blanks et al., 1983; Langer et al., 1985;
Ruigrok et al., 1992). Climbing fibers to the nodulus and
the adjoining part of the uvula take their origin from the dc
and vlo, the subnucleus @, the dorsomedial cell column
(dmcc), rostral and caudal parts of the MAO, and the
ventral leaf of the principal olivary nucleus (Brodal, 1940,
1976; Alley et al., 1975; Groenewegen and Voogd, 1977;
Groenewegen et al., 1979; Kawamura and Hashikawa,
1979; Brodal and Kawamura, 1980; Voogd and Bigare,

1980; Brodal and Brodal, 1981, 1982; Furber and Watson,
1983; Whitworth et al., 1983; Eisenman, 1984; Sat0 and
Barmack, 1985; Bernard, 1987; Walberg et al., 1987; Balaban and Henry, 1988; Katayama and Nisimaru, 1988;
Kanda et al., 1989; Kano et al., 1990). Some of the neurons
of the dc and the vlo distribute their axons to both the
flocculus and the nodulus and uvula (Takcda and Maekawa,
1984a,b, 1989a,h; Maekawa et al., 1989).
Visual signals are sent to the dc/vlo via the nucleus of the
optic tract (NOT), the nuclei of the accessory optic system
(AOS), and the visual tegmental relay zone (VTRZ). The
projection of the optic nerve to the NOT and the nuclei of
the AOS is mainly crossed. The caudal part of the dc
receives afferent projections from the dorsal (DTN) and
interstitial terminal nuclei (ITN; i.e.,the interstitial nucleus
of the superior fascicle of the AOS; Giolli et al., 1984, 1985,
1988) and the NOT (Mizuno et al., 1973,1974; Takeda and
Maekawa, 1976; Holstege and Collewijn, 1982). This projection is mainly uncrossed; in the rabbit it also involves the
subnucleus @ (Holstege and Collewijn, 1982). The rostral
part of the dc and the vlo receive afferent projections from
the medial terminal nucleus of the accessory optic system
(MTN) and the VTRZ (Maekawa and Takeda, 1977, 1979;
Giolli et al., 1984, 1985; Simpson et al., 1988). The major
olivary projection from these nuclei is ipsilateral and is
derived from the VTRZ. Physiologically the dcivlo complex
can also be subdivided into caudal and rostral parts on the
basis of laterality of retinal signals (Maekawa and Takeda,
1976, 1977; Ito et al., 1978; Takeda and Maekawa, 19801,
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their connectivity with different vestibulo-ocular reflexes
(Ito et al., 1978, 1982b), and their preferred axes in
response to rotating visual patterns (Simpson and Alley,
1974; Simpson et al., 1981; Leonardet al., 1988).
Afferents from the vestibular nuclei do not terminate in
the dc or the vlo, but in other subnuclei of the olive
including subnucleus b of the caudal MAO, subnucleus p,
and the dmcc (Saint-Cyr and Courville, 1979; Martin et al.,
1980; Gerrits et al., 1985; Nelson et al., 1986; Nelson and
Mugnaini, 1989; Kaufman et al., 1991). The nucleus prepositus hypoglossi projects both to visual and vestibular
subnuclei of the inferior olive (McCrea and Baker, 1985;
Gerrits et al., 1985). This projection is partially gammaamino butyric acid (GABA)ergic(De Zeeuw et al., 1993) and
partially cholinerac (Barmack et al., 1993).A projection of
dorsal group y and the parvicellular subnucleus of the
lateral cerebellar nucleus to the d o and rostral dc was
described by De Zeeuw et al. (1994). The dc also receives a
projection from the pontine paramedian reticular formation (Gerrits andVoogd, 1986).
Azizi and Woodward (1987) included the dc and the vlo,
together with the subnucleus p and subnucleus c in their
vertical lamella of the caudal MA0 of the rat. The vertical
lamella projects to a sagittal zone in the posterior vermis
(their zone 4) and the flocculus. They did not recognize the
projection in the rat of subnucleus c to the tecto-olivorecipient zone in the posterior lobe hemisphere (Akaike,
1986a,b, 1987, 19921, which is identical to the lateral A
zone of Buisseret-Delmas (1988).
A zonal pattern in the olivocerebellar projection to the
flocculus, consisting of a central zone from the caudal dc
and two flanking zones from the rostral dcivlo, was first
demonstrated with autoradiography of axonal transport of
tritiated leucine by Groenewegen and Voogd (1977) in the
cat. These results were confirmed in a retrograde tracing
study in the rabbit (Yamamoto, 1979a) and with anterograde and retrograde axonal transport methods in the cat
(Kawamura and Hashikawa, 1979; Sat0 et al., 1983). The
three climbing fiber zones seem to coincide with three
Purkinje cell zones that were delineated in the rabbit
(Yamamoto and Shimoyama, 1977) and the cat (Sato et al.,
1982a,b)on the basis of their projection to different vestibular and/or cerebellar nuclei. A more complicated pattern
with seven climbing fiber zones was described by Gerrits
and Voogd (1982) for the olivocerebellar projection to the
flocculus of the cat. They identified the caudalmost zone of
the flocculus as an extension of the C2 zone, which receives
its climbing fibers from the rostral pole of the MAO. Gerrits
and Voogd (1982) stressed the extension of some of the
floccular zones (including the Cz zone) into the adjoining
part of the ventral paraflocculus (the medial extension of
the caudal ventral paraflocculus LME1). The ME differs
from the flocculus in receiving an additional projection
from the principal olive. In the rabbit a projection of the
principal olive to the folium (folium p) of the ventral
paraflocculus that adjoins the flocculus was suggested by
Yamamoto (1979a) on the basis of retrograde tracer injections into the ventral paraflocculus including folium p,
which may be the equivalent of the ME.
A zonal arrangement in the olivocerebellar projection to
the flocculus and the adjacent ventral paraflocculus is also
present in the rat (Ruigrok et al., 1992).Five climbing fiber
zones were distinguished, including a C2 zone in the caudal
flocculus and two pairs of alternating zones, innervated by
the caudal dc and the rostral dc with the vlo, respectively.
All but the most medial zone, which is innervated by the
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caudal dc, extended into the ventral paraflocculus. Parasagittal zonal patterns in the olivonodular projection were
found by several authors; the most detailed pattern was
reported by Katayama and Nisimaru (1988) and Balaban
and Henry (1988),both in the rabbit.
It is clear that not all studles agree on the location and
number of climbing fiber zones in the flocculus. Still, a
pattern has emerged of discrete zones (Ito, 1984) or modules (Voogd and Bigare, 1980) consisting of subsets of
Purkinje cells receiving specific climbing fiber input and
projecting to distinctive parts of the vestibular and cerebellar nuclei. These modules may constitute the anatomical
circuitry used by the vestibulo-ocular (Ito et al., 1977,
1982b; Sat0 and Kawasaki, 1990b) and eye movementrelated zones in the flocculus to control eye muscle activity
(Dufosse et al., 1977; Balaban, 1984; Sato and Kawasaki,
1984, 1990a, 1991; Nagao et al., 1985). An intrinsic reference revealing these zones. such as the one provided by the
acetylcholinesterase (AChEbpositive raphes that subdivide
the white matter of the cerebellum (Hess and Voogd, 1986;
Voogd et al., 19871, has never been used to correlate
anatomical and physiological data. Such a reference became
available with our recent use of AChE histochemistry to
subdivide the white matter of the rabbit flocculus into five
compartments (Tan et al., 1995). The present study addresses the following questions: do the afferent climbing
fibers from different parts of the dcivlo complex travel in
specific white matter compartments in the flocculus and the
nodulus; and what is the relationship between the white
matter compartments and the climbing fiber termination
zones?

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Twenty pigmented, Dutch belted rabbits were anesthetized by an initial intramuscular injection of a mixture of
ketamine (32 mg/kg), acepromazine (0.32 mgikg), and
xylazine (5 mgikg). Supplements were given every 30-45
minutes (9 mgikg ketamine, 0.09 mgikg acepromazine, 2
mgikgxylazine). Small quantities (5-15 nl) ofa 7% solution
in physiological saline of horseradish peroxidase coupled to
wheat germ agglutinin (WGA-HRP, Sigma type VI) were
injected with air pressure applied to a micropipette placed
in the inferior olive. Nine of these cases were selected for
detailed study. The sites for injection were located by
electrophysiological recording, using the method and criteria of Leonard et al. (1988) for assessing the responses of
dcivlo neurons to rotatory visual stimuli. A dorsal approach
through the fourth ventricle avoided the cerebellum. Recordings and injections were made through the same glass
micropipette filled with the WGA-HRP solution. Micropipettes were fitted with a tungsten wire, etched to a thin
point. Tip diameter of the micropipettes was 20 km.
Neurons in the caudal dc can be recognized by their
preference for rotation of the visual surround about the
vertical axis; rostral dc/vlo neurons prefer rotations about
specific horizonal axes. Eye dominance can also be used to
distinguish caudal dc and rostral dcivlo responses during
visual stimulation. Flash stimuli to the ipsilateral and
contralateral eye were used to determine the relative
rostrocaudal position of the tip of the injection pipette.
Flash potentials from caudal dc neurons were optimal when
the stimulus was delivered to the contralateral eye. Rostra1
dc neurons responded optimally with flash stimulus to the
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ipsilateral eye, while vlo neurons and the most rostra1
neurons in the rostral dc showed hardly any response to the
flash stimulation,
After a survival time of 36-48 hours the rabbits were
deeply anesthetized and perfused transcardially with 1liter
of saline at room temperature, followed by 2 liters of a
solution containing 1-39?; paraformaldehyde and 0.5-1.25%
glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2-7.4) at
room temperature, and finally with 1liter of 10% sucrose in
0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2-7.4) a t 4°C. The brainstem
and cerebellum were removed, rinsed in 10% sucrose
phosphate buffer, and embedded in a solution of 10%
gelatin and 10% sucrose. The embedded tissue was stored
overnight in 30% sucrose in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH
7.2-7.4) and then cut into 40-pm transverse sections.
Adjacent serial sections were processed to obtain four 1-in-4
series as follows: with diaminobenzidine (DAB; Graham
and Karnovsky, 1966)as a chromogen in the histochemical
reaction for horseradish peroxidase; with tetramethylbenzidine (TMB; Gibson et al., 1984) as a chromogen; reacted for
AChE; and Nissl stained. A standard thiocholine method
(Geneser-Jensen and Blackstad, 1971) was used with
acetylthiocholine iodide as a substrate and ethopropazine
as a nonspecific AChE blocker (Hess and Voogd, 1986). The
extent of the injection site was assessed in DAB-reacted
sections with light microscopy. The climbing fibers in the
white matter and molecular layer were plotted from the
TMB-reacted sections and their position was compared
with the AChE-stained raphes in adjacent sections. The
serial DAB- and TMB-processed sections of one case with
an injection of WGA-HRP in the rostral MA0 (B 2202) were
put at our disposal by Drs. C. Yeo and J.M. van Ham, from
the neurobiology group of the Department of Anatomy of
University College (London, U.K.).
In three rabbits (C 914, C 1134, and C 1135) tritiated
leucine was injected in the caudal inferior olive. A stock
solution of L[4,Eh3H] leucine (specific activity about 140
Ci/mM, concentration 1 kCi/ p1; Radiochemical Centre,
Amersham, UK) was evaporated to dryness under a gentle
flow of nitrogen at 40°C and redissolved in saline to a final
concentration of 75 pCi/pl. Injections were performed with
a 1-pl Hamilton syringe using a 25-gauge needle. To reduce
unwanted spread of [3H]leucine, delivery started 5 minutes
after placing the needle in position. The injection was made
at a rate of 0.1 pl/lO min. After the injection the needle was
left in place for an additional 15 minutes. Following a
survival time of 4-7 days the animal was transcardially
perfused under deep anesthesia with 0.5 liter of saline and 2
liters of 4% formaldehyde. The brainstem and cerebellum
were removed and embedded in 10% gelatin and transversely sectioned at 30 p,m on a freezing microtome.
Sections were mounted on slides prepared with a chromealum gelatin solution, defatted in xylene, dipped in llford
G5 emulsion, and exposed for 6 weeks at 4°C. The sections
then were developed in Kodak D19 at 16-18°C for 4
minutes, rinsed in distilled water, fixed in 24% sodium
thiosulphate for 8 minutes, and counterstained with cresyl
violet. Criteria previously described by Groenewegen and
Voogd (1977) were used to delineate the effective injection
site.
All injection sites were plotted in serial transverse sections of the inferior olive. Injection sites in all experiments
are illustrated in selected sections and in graphical reconstructions of the inferior olive, prepared according to
Brodal(l940) and Gerrits and Voogd (1982).The caudal dc
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and the rostral dc are separated by a narrow neck (Leonard
et al., 1988). The border between the rostral dc and the vlo
is arbitrary. The vlo is continuous with the dorsal leaf of the
principal olive.
The resulting labeling of the climbing fibers was represented in diagrams of the unfolded Purkinje cell layer of the
flocculus and the adjacent ventral paraflocculus. The Purkinje cell layer in each transverse section was unfolded as a
series of straight line segments approximating the contour
of the folia, and the portions of the molecular layer containing labeled climbing fibers were demarcated (Fig. lA,B).
The sections were aligned using the distance between the
midline and the most ventromedial point of the Purkinje
cell layer of the flocculus (point B in Fig. 1).The distance
between the sections was multiplied by the magnification
factor, and the points on the lines representing borders
between folia and between climbing fiber zones were interconnected (Fig. 1C).
The folial rosette of the flocculus usually consists of four
or five folia that fuse caudally. They are indicated from
ventral to dorsal as folium m and fl-4. The cortices of the
flocculus and the adjoining folium of the ventral paraflocculus (folium p of Yamamoto and Shimoyama, 1977) are
continuous in the bottom of the posterolateral fissure. The
compartments of the white matter of the flocculus are
called (from lateral to medial) C2 and FCI4. The AChEpositive borders of the compartments (the raphes) are
indicated by the numbers of the compartments they separate (e.g., %). Climbing fiber zones are indicated with the
prefix FZ (floccular zone) and the Roman numeral of the
corresponding compartment. Compartments in AChEstained sections containing the nodulus (lobule X), and the
corresponding climbing fiber zones, are indicated as XCI-4
and XZI-v, respectively. The distribution of retrograde
labeling in the AOS nuclei and VTRZ in experiments with
injections of WGA-HRP into the inferior olive was determined and compared with the rostrocaudal extent of the
injection site in the dc and the vlo (Fig. 10).

RESULTS
Projections of the caudal dorsal cap
(caudal dc)
l n six rabbits the targeted injection site was the caudal
half of the dorsal cap (caudal dc). In four cases (K 324, K
369, K 426, and C 914) the injection site did not extend
beyond the narrow neck separating the caudal dc from the
rostral dorsal cap (rostral dc). In two other cases (K 314 and
K 325) the injection site included the caudal part of the
rostral dc. One experiment out of each of these two groups
will be described in some detail.
The injection site in case K 369 (Fig. 2A) includes, in
addition to the caudal dc, the medial part of the caudal
MA0 and subnucleus p. Retrogradely labeled neurons in
the AOS are limited to the NOT, the DTN, and ITN (Fig.
1OA). Plots from serial sections showing the course and
termination of the labeled olivocerebellar fibers and diagrams of the borders of the compartments of the flocculus
and the nodulus from adjacent AChE-stained sections are
illustrated in Figure 3. The labeled climbing fiber zones in
this experiment are reconstructed for the flocculus in
Figure 2B and for the nodulus in Figure 7a. Fibers from the
caudal dc cross the midline, pass lateral to the spinal tract
of the trigeminal nerve, and accumulate along the medial
and dorsal border of the restiform body (Fig. 3e). Many
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Fig. 1. Diagram illustrating the unfolding of the Purkinje cell layer
used to prepare maps of thc unfolded flocculus. The Purkinje cell layer
A-B was straightened, and the position of labeled climbingfibers (in this
case in FZ11) was indicated (A,B). Sections were aligned using the
distance between the midlinc (M) and the most ventromedial point of
the Purkinje cell layer (B). The position of the section illustrated in A
and B, and also the FZIl zone, is indicated on the reconstructed map of
the flocculus (C). The map is positioned as if viewed from the lateral
side. The distance between the reconstructed sections t was obtained by
multiplying the true distancc bctween the sections by the magnification
factor and, therefore, the rostrocaudal scale is the same as the
dorsoventral scale.

labeled fibers enter the cerebellum along the superior
cerebellar peduncle. Within the cerebellum they pass rostra] and dorsal to and through the anterior interposed
nucleus to be distributed to the white matter of the vermis
and the medial part of the hemisphere (Fig. 3b-g). Labeled
fibers from the caudal dc enter the floccular white matter
medially. Some of these fibers arch through or around the
parvicellular lateral cerebellar nucleus (Lpc). Within the
flocculus they separate into two streams. One stream
passes through the medial white matter of the flocculus
(Fig. 3d) to accumulate in a bundle that occupies an area
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corresponding to the FC2 compartment as delineated in
adjacent AChE-stained sections (Figs. 3a+, 4, 5, 6). The
fibers of the second stream accumulate in compartment
FC4 (Figs. 3a,b, 4, 5). Within FC2 the fibers are densely
packed, especially medially. Their distribution in FC2 is
complementary to the AChE staining, which is more concentrated in the lateral part of this compartment (Fig. 6D).
From this compartment labeled fibers enter the granular
layer to terminate as climbing fibers in a continuous strip in
the molecular layer of folia fl-4, including the rostral pole
of folium p (Figs. ZB, 3a-d, 5, 6). The border between
labeled and unlabeled parts of the cortical layers is sharp.
Climbing fiber zone FZII gradually shifts laterally in more
rostral sections.
Labeled fibers of the second fiber stream accumulate at
the border of the white matter of the flocculus within the
restiform body and the brachium pontis along the AChEpositive cell strands in this region (Fig. 3c,d). Where the
raphe between FC3 and FC4 can be clearly distinguished in
the rostral flocculus they become located in FC4, where they
travel in a rostrodorsal direction (Fig. 3a-c, 5A,C). They
terminate as the climbing fiber zone F Z ~ Jin the medial
parts of folia 3 and 4 (Fig. 2B). FZlv does not extend into
folium p. FZIIand FZw are separated from each other by an
empty strip of molecular layer corresponding to FZIII,which
is innervated by the rostral dc and the vlo through FCs (see
below). Labeled climbing fibers from this injection site also
terminate in isolated patches in caudal folium p without a
clear zonal pattern. This labeling cannot be associated with
a specific compartment or climbing fiber zone (Fig. 2B).
Labeled olivocerebellar fibers in FC2 can be traced caudally in the roof of the lateral recess, ventral to the lateral
cerebellar nucleus. They continue their course in the roof of
the fourth ventricle, near the attachment of the posterior
medullary velum, to enter the nodulus at its lateral side
(Fig. 3e,f). Here they terminate in two climbing fiber strips,
one in the medial and one in the lateral part of this lobule.
Four compartments can be distinguished in the white
matter of the nodulus in adjacent AChE-stained sections
(Figs. 3f,g, 9F). Rather wide compartments XC1 and XC2
are present in the medial two-thirds of the lobule. A distinct
AChE-positive raphe delineates XC3, which is only present
in the dorsal white matter of the nodulus (Fig. 9A,E,F). It
corresponds to a similar, but wider compartment in the
lateral white matter of the uvula. Compartment XC4 is
narrow and occupies the lateral white matter of the nodulus. Labeled climbing fibers are located in XC1 and X4 (Fig.
9F,G).Those contained in XC4 terminate in two concentrations of climbing fibers on the ventrolateral aspect of lobule
X and in a narrow single strip on the dorsal aspect of the
lobule (XZ,, Fig. 7a). Labeled fibers in XC1 innervate the
XZTzone, flanking the midline. This zone continues from
the ventral side of the lobule onto its dorsal side and farther
into lobule IX. A rostrolateral triangular area, indicated
with a question mark in Figure 7a, is clearly separated from
the rest of XZ1. In all of our experiments the injection site
included both the caudal dc and the subnucleus p. These
experiments, therefore, do not distinguish between medial
and lateral subzones of zone XZI innervated by subnucleus
p and caudal dc, respectively (Katayama and Nisimaru,
1988).
Other fibers head for the midline dorsal to the cerebellar
nuclei and constitute a parasagittal band of labeled fibers in
the molecular layer of the vermis close to the midline. They
terminate in the medial A zone of Groenewegen and Voogd
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Fig. 3. a-g: Drawings of acetylcholinesterase (AChE)-stained seetions through the flocculus and the caudal vermis (left columns) and of
adjacent sections incubated for horseradish peroxidase (HKPI through
the flocculus and the cerebellum (right columns) in case K 369. Note the
presence of labeled olivocerebellar fibers in the FCp and FC, compartments of the flocculus and the XC1 and XC4 compartments of the
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nodulus and the termination of these fibers in the corresponding zones.
White matter compartments XC1-4 of the nodulus are indicated with
arahic numerals 1 4 .In addition, olivocerebellar fibers terminate in the
A zone of the anterior vermis (A) and in the lateral A zone (Alat) of
Buisserct-Delmas (1988). (Compartments and zones designated as in
Fig. 4.)
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Fig. 4. Explanation of t h e symbols used t o indicate compartments
a n d zones in t h e flocculus and t h e nodulus in Figures 2, 3, 11, 13, 18,
a n d 20.

(1977).Other bundles of labeled olivocerebellar fibers enter
the white matter of the paramedian, ansiform, and simple
lobules from the region of the dorsolateral protuberance of
the fastigial nucleus. They terminate as a continuous
climbing fiber zone in the medial part of the molecular layer
of these lobules (Alat in Fig. 3b-f) that corresponds to the
lateral A zone of Buisseret-Delmas (1988) in the rat.
Labeled climbing fibers are present in both the medial and
the lateral A zone of the simple lobule (Fig. 3b-0. The two
climbing fiber zones are discontinuous and remain separated by an empty area of molecular layer, which contains
climbing fibers of the B zone in other experiments. The
medial A zone and the lateral A zone are innervated from
the subnuclei b and c of the caudal MAO, respectively, and
they are included in the injection site in this case.
Retrogradely labeled cells are present mainly in the
medial part of the fastigial nucleus. A few labeled cells are
located in the lateral cerebellar nucleus. Retrogradely labeled cells in the vestibular complex are found in the caudal
descending vestibular nucleus (DV) bilaterally and in the
ventral part of the ipsilateral magnocellular medial vestibular nucleus (MVmc). Very few labeled neurons are present
in the superior vestibular nucleus (SV), and none are
located in group y or in the parvicellular extension of the
lateral cerebellar nucleus.
Similar observations were made on the distribution of
[3H]leucine-labeled climbing fibers in the nodulus and the
flocculus in case C 914, with an injection of the caudal dc,
which may have included part of subnucleus p (Fig. 15A).
The injection site in case K 314 includes the caudal MAO,
caudal DAO, subnucleus p, caudal dc, and in addition a bit
of the caudal part of the rostral dc (Fig. 2D). The distribution of retrogradely labeled neurons in the AOS nuclei is
similar to cases K 369 and K 426, but in addition a small
number of weakly labeled neurons was observed in the
VTRZ. Labeled fibers are located in compartments FC2 and
FC4 and terminate in the corresponding climbing fiber
zones FZITand FZnr (Fig. 12A,B). In this case a third fiber
stream is present. It separates from the second fiber stream
in the caudal flocculus and travels in FC, in a lateral
direction toward folium 2 and 3 to terminate in the most
lateral parts of the molecular layer of these folia. In the
reconstruction of Figure 2C it is indicated as FZI. The
distribution of labeling in the nodulus is similar to the
previous cases (Fig. 7b). Climbing fiber labeling was present

in the medial A and the B zone of the anterior vermis and in
the lateral A zone of Buisseret-Delmas (1988) in the
hemisphere of the posterior lobe. Labeled climbing fibers of
the B zone clearly separate labeling in the medial and
lateral A zones in the simple lobule.

Projection of the rostral dorsal cap
and ventrolateral outgrowth (rostral dc/vlo)
In five rabbits (K 327, K 328, K 333, K 397, and C 1135)
the injection site involved the rostral dcivlo. Three of these
cases (K 328, K 397, and C 1135)will be presented. Labeling
in the flocculus was found in zones and compartments that
interleaved with those found with injections of the caudal
dc. Labeling in the nodulus occupied an intermediate
position.
The injection site in case K 328 is limited to the rostral dc
and vlo (Fig. 11A).Retrogradely labeled neurons in the AOS
nuclei are only present in the VTRZ (Fig. 10B).Plots of the
labeled fibers and the compartments in the flocculus and
the nodulus are illustrated in Figure 13. The zonal distribution of climbing fibers in the flocculus and the nodulus is
shown in Figures 7d and 11B. Labeled olivocerebellar
fibers, located along the dorsolateral border of the restiform
body, enter the white matter of the flocculus. Some labeled
fibers ramify among the cells of group y (Fig. 13d). Labeled
fibers occupy compartment FC3 and, arching over FC2, also
distribute to compartment FC They can be traced through
FCI and FC3 to terminate as climbing fibers in the FZI and
FZIIlzones (Figs. 11B, 13a-d). FZI occupies a lateral position, but remains separated from the lateral margin of the
flocculus by an unlabeled stretch of molecular layer, corresponding to the C2 zone (see below), which broadens more
caudally. The Czcompartment of the flocculus does not contain any labeled fibers (Fig. 13c,d).FZTIIis separated from
FZI by an empty strip, corresponding to FZI1 (Fig. 13a-c).
FZI and FZTTI extend into folium p, where they appear to
merge. Patchy climbing fiber labeling that cannot be associated with either zone is present in the molecular layer of the
central part of folium p (Figs. 11B, 13c,d).
Labeling in compartment FC3 can be traced caudally,
ventral to the lateral cerebellar nucleus and medially along
the attachment of the roof of the fourth ventricle (Fig. 13e).
These fibers subsequently enter the nodulus. Here they
occupy compartments XC2 and XC4, which can be delineated in adjacent AChE-stained sections (Figs. 9C,D, 130.
Fibers from XC2 terminate as climbing fibers in the XZII
zone (Fig. 7d), which is continuous in the bottom of the
posterolateral fissure with a similar zone in lobule IX.
Labeled fibers in compartment FC4 terminate in a narrow
lateral strip on the ventral and dorsal aspect of this lobule,
indicated as XZIv* in Figure 7d. The medial compartment
XCI and the medial cortex do not contain labeled fibers.
A heavy concentration of retrogradely labeled cells is
present in the Lpc (,Fig. 13d), and a few labeled cells are
found in the fastigial nucleus. Neurons of dorsal group y,
lying within the floccular peduncle or of ventral group y,
capping the restiform body are not labeled.' Labeled fibers
pass medially from the Lpc in the rostral wall of the lateral
'Identical retrograde labeling after injections of WGA-HRP in the contralateral vlo and rostral dc was reported by De Zecuw et al. (1994). They
concluded that not only the Lpc, but also the dorsal part of dorsal group y
contained retrogradely labeled small to medium-sized neurons. However,
thcy includcd the vcntrul part of the Lpc, which contains some large oval
neurons that project t,o the contralateral oculomotor nucleus (Highstein and
Reisine, 19791, in dorsal group y.
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Fig. 5. Darkfield photographs of two HRP-incubated sections through the flocculus in case K 369 (A,
rostral; C, caudal) and brightfield photomicrographs of adjacent AChE-stained sections (B, D). Small white
arrows indicate AChE-positive raphes. Compartments FCl_sare indicated by arabic numerals.

recess and the lateral angle of the fourth ventricle (no, Fig.
13d).They ascend in a bundle located ventral and ventrolateral to the superior cerebellar peduncle (Fig. 13a-c), which
enters the decussation of the brachium conjunctivum.
Their localization corresponds to the nucleo-olivary fibers
(Legendre and Courville, 1987), which were retrogradely
labeled in this experiment.
The injection site in K 397 is larger than that in K 328
and in addition to the rostral dc/vlo, it also involves the
dmcc and rostromedial parts of the DAO and MAO, except
for their rostralmost poles (Fig. 11D). Retrogradely labeled
cells are present in the VTRZ, but they were absent from
the NOT, DTN, and TTN. Hardly any labeled cells were
found in the MTN and lateral terminal nucleus (LTN). The

distribution of labeled olivocerebellar fibers in the flocculus
is similar to the previous case (Fig. 110. The nodulus
contains labeled fibers in compartment XC3, terminating in
the XZIII on the dorsal surface of the lobule, in addition to
the labeling of XZII (Figs. 7e, 9B), which was also present in
K 328 (Figs. 7d, 9D). The climbing fibers terminating in
XZIIIprobably originate from the dmcc, which was included
in the injection site.
Extensive retrograde labeling is present among neurons
of the cerebellar nuclei, including the Lpc (Fig. 14D). The
neurons of dorsal group y (located between the fibers of the
floccular peduncle) and of ventral group y (located ventral to
the peduncle and dorsal to the restifonn body) are not labeled.
The nucleo-olivary fiber bundle situated in the lateral recess of
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Fig. 6. 1)arkfield photographs of'two HRP-incubated sections (A, C) and adjacent AChE-stained (B, D)
sections from case K 369. A, B: Rostra1 level. C, D: Caudal level.

the fourth ventricle and ventral to the superior cerebellar
peduncle is heavily labeled (no, Fig. 14B,D).
In one case (C 1135, Fig. 15B) an injection of tritiated
leucine was made in the vlo, but it also extended widely into
other parts of the inferior olive, including the rostral pole of
the MAO, which is thought to contain neurons projecting to
the Cz zone, and the dmcc. In the rostral dc/vlo the injection
site was situated somewhat more rostrally than in the
previous two cases, K 328 and K 397. The distribution of
fibers in the floccular cortex is similar except for the
presence of labeled climbing fibers in the cortex lateral and
caudal to FZI, corresponding to the C2 zone, which was
unlabeled in K 328 and K 397. In C 1135 labeling in the C2
zone continues into the medial part of the ventral paraflocculus and the dorsomedial and lateral part of the dorsal

paraflocculus. Some labeled fibers are present in the fastigial and posterior interposed nucleus. Most are located in
and dorsal to the anterior interposed and the medial part of
the lateral cerebellar nucleus.
The white matter of the nodulus in C 1135 contains
bundles of labeled fibers in an intermediate and a lateral
position. They terminate as climbing fibers in a central zone
corresponding in position to XZII of the previous cases. In
addition, an extremely lateral zone of molecular layer
surrounding the lateral pole of the lobule (indicated as XZv
in Fig. 16A) and a strip on the dorsal surface of the lobule
(XZIII)contain labeled climbing fibers. These fibers presumably take their origin from the rostral MA0 and the dmcc.
Regions of the molecular layer corresponding to XZI and
XZIv remain virtually empty (Figs. 7f, 16A).
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Fig. 7. a-fi Maps of the climbing fiber distribution on the ventral
and dorsal surface of the nodulus. The presence of labeled climbing
fibers in the sections used to prepare the maps is indicated by lines.
Estimates of the climbing fiber zones are numbered I-V and indicated
by dots. The intermediate, rostral dorsal capiwntrolateral outgrowth

caudal DC

C 1135
VLO + rostral MA0

$

OMCC

(dcivlo)innervated strip in XZn;is indicated as XZn.. The ventromedial
zone indicated with a question mark was labeled after injections in
several parts of the inferior olive, including subnucleus 6, the caudal
and rostral dorsal cap (d,e), and in two of the cases involving the
ventrolateral outgrowth (ej.
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Fig. 8. a-c: Maps of climbing fiber distribution on t h e ventral and
dorsal surface of lobule X. Same conventions as Figure 7. A summarizing diagram of the compartments and the climbing fiber zones of the

Retrograde labeling of cells in the cerebellar nuclei does
not occur with injections of tritiated leucine in the inferior
olive. No labeled fibers were observed in the position of the
nucleo-olivary tract (see also Fig. 191, which supports the
interpretation that the labeling seen in this position with
WGA-HRP injections of the inferior olive is retrograde.

Projection of the rostral pole of the medial
accessory olive (MAO) and the dorsomedial
cell column (drncc)
The two cases presented in this section display complementary labeling patterns. In one case a small injection of
WGA-HRP was confined to the rostromedial part of the
MAO, the dmcc, and the tip of the ventral leaf of the PO (B
2202, Fig. 17D). This injection caused labeling of the C2zone in
the flocculus (Fig. 17C).In another rabbit (C 1134) l a r e parts
of the inferior olive, including the caudal dc, the rostral dc, and
the vlo, were injected with tritiated leucine, but the rostral pole
of the MA0 and the dmcc and the area of the C2 zone in the
flocculus were spared (asterisk in Fig. 17B).
Labeled climbing fibers in case B2202 (Fig. 18) travel
through the ventromedial part of the restiform body to

nodulus is shown in c. The white matter compartment corresponding to

XZr cannot he distinguished in AChE-stained sections and is not
indicated in c.

enter the cerebellum rather caudally. They curve medialiy
toward the midline over the anterior interposed nucleus
and accumulate in the posterior interposed nucleus. From
this fiber bundle, labeled fibers detach to enter the stalk of
the paraflocculus. They terminate in a distinct C2 zone
extending over the dorsal and the ventral paraflocculus and
the caudal part of the flocculus (Fig. 18b-h). In the white
matter of the flocculus and the paraflocculus these fibers
occupy a region corresponding to the C 2 compartment.
Other labeled olivocerebellar fibers enter the caudal vermis,
where they terminate in dorsal lobule X and ventral lobule
IX in a position corresponding to the XZIII zone (Figs. 8b,
18f-g). Retrogradely labeled cells are found in the posterior
interposed nucleus. A few labeled neurons are present in
the lateral cerebellar nucleus and its parvicellular extension. Some retrogradely labeled fibers were observed in the
nucleo-olivary tract in the lateral angle of the fourth
ventricle (Fig. 18a-c).
In case C 1134 the injection with tritiated leucine involved the caudal dc, rostral dc, and vlo (Fig. 17A). It
extended into the caudal half of the MA0 and DAO and
subnucleus p, but spared the rostral pole of the MAO,

Fig. 9. Photographs of AChE-stained sections and darkfield exposures of sections containing labeled fibers in lobules JX and X. A, B, E:
Case K 397. A,B: AChE. The raphes bordering compartment 3, which is
present in dorsal lobule X and occupies the lateral whitc matter of
lobule IX, and the raphe between compartments XC1 and XC2 are
indicated with small white arruws in A and E. The compartments are
indicated with arabic numerals. WtiA-HRP-labeled fibcrs from the
rostral dc and thevlo are present in XZT,and compartment XC2. Labeled
climbing fibers from the dmcc are present in compartment XCs and

t.erminate laterally in lobule IX (arrows in BJ. C , D Case K 328.
WGA-HRP-labeled fibers from the rostral dc and vlo are present in
compartments XC2 and XC4 and in the corresponding zones. F, G: Case
K 369. WGA-HRP-labeled fibers after an injection in the caudal dc and
subnucleus p arc prcscnt in XC, and XC,. H: Case C 914, with an
injection of [,'H]leucine in the caudal dc. shows a distrihutinn similar to
that of K 369. HRP-reactive erythrocytes were retouched in montages
B, D, and G. The midline in R, L), G, and H is indicated by a dashed line.
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Fig. 10. Drawings of transverse sections through the mesencephalon in case K 369 (A)with an injection invnlving the cdc and in case K
328 (B)with an injection involving the rdcivlo. Black dots indicate

retrogradely labeled cells. The VTFZ is labeled in caw K 328; the nucleus of
the optic tract (NOT) and the dorsal and interstitial terminal nuclei of the
accessory optic system (DTN,ITN) are labeled in case K 369.

which contains the neurons projecting to the Cz zone.
Dense labeling was present over all parts of the white
matter and the molecular layer of the flocculus except for a
small caudal area (asterisk in Fig. 17A, Fig. 19B) that
corresponds to the lateral, unlabeled area seen in the caudal
flocculus in rostral dcivlo injected cases and the labeled C2
compartment in case B 2202. The white matter of case C
1134 was characterized by relatively sparse labeling at the
borders between the compartments. These areas of sparse
labeling probably coincide with the AChE-positive raphes
(Fig. 19A).Labelingin the nodulus spared the XC3 compartment and the XZIII zone, as well as the molecular layer
covering the lateral pole of the lobule, corresponding t o XZv

(Figs. 8a, 16B). Labeled olivocerebellar fibers were also
found in the fastigial nucleus, the medial part of the vermis
and paramedian lobule, the dorsal part of the simple lobule,
and in several small bands in the ventral paraflocculus and
the ventral part of the dorsal paraflocculus. This large
injection of the anterograde tracer [3Hlleucine caused no
labeling in the nucleo-olivary tract (asterisk in Fig. 19).

Conclusions
The olivocerebellar projection to the flocculus and the
nodulus is summarized in the diagrams of Figures 8c and
20.
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Fig. 11. Diagrams of the distribution of climbing fibers in the
unfolded flocculus and ventral paraflocculus and diagrams of the
inferior olive showing injection sites including the rostra1 dorsal cap
and ventrolateral outgrowth, in cases K 328 (A, Bl and K 397 (C, D).
Labeled climbing fibers in sections used to prepare the unfolded
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flocculus are indicated with vertical lines in B and C. The extent of
zones FZ, and FZIII is indicated with coarse hatching and with fine
hatching, respectively. Scale in B also applies to C, and the rostrocaudal
scdc is the same as the dorsoventral scale.
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Fig. 12. Darkfield photographs of tetramethylhenzidine (TMB)processed sections through the flocculus in K 314 (A) with an injection
in the caudal dorsal cap and K 327 (C) with an injection in the rostra1
dorsal cap. Raphes and white matter compartments are depicted in

J. TAN ET AL.

adjacent AChE-stained section from K 314 (B) and corresponding
diagram (D). Note that the laheled parts of the white matter and
associated floccular cortex in K 314 (FC2,FC4,and FZ,I) are not labeled
in K 327, which shows prominent labeling in FC,, FCa, FZ,, and FZrrr.
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Fig. 14. Brightfield photographs of AChE-stained sections (A, C!
and darkfield photographs of WGA-HRP-reacted transverse sections
03, Dl through hrainstem and flocculus in K 397. A, B: Anterograde
labeling is present in compartments FC, and FC3 and retrograde

J. TAN ET AL.

labeling in s o n s of the nucleo-olivary pathway (no) and in neurons of
the cerebellar nuclei. C, D: Fibers of the nucleo-olivary pathway (no)
collect at this more caudal level near the lateral angle of the fourth
ventricle. The floccular peduncle (pfl does not contain labeled fibers.
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Fig. 15. A, B: Diagrams of the injection sites in the inferior olive of cases C 914 and C 1135.

1. Labeled olivocerebellar fibers in the flocculus from injec-

tions including the caudal dc ti.e., the region caudal to
the constricted portion of this subnucleus-cases K 369,
K 314, K 426, and C 914) become located in compartments FC2 and FC4 of the white matter of the flocculus,
which are delineated by AChE-positive raphes in adjacent AChE-stained sections. They terminate in the
corresponding cortical zones FZII and FZW (Fig. 20).
Injections involving the rostral dc and vlo result in
labeling of fibers in compartment FC1 and FC3, which
terminate in FZI and FZIII. These zones extend into
folium p and merge around the rostral tip of FZll (Fig.
20). Some labeling in compartment FC1 and zone FZI is
observed in K 314, where the caudal dc injection site
encroaches on the most caudal part of the rostral dc. The
C2 compartment is located laterally and caudally in the
white matter of the flocculus. It is continuous with a
compartment in the medial white matter of the paraflocculus and contains labeled fibers that terminate in the
corresponding C z zone after injections including the
rostral pole of the MA0 (C 1135 and B 2202).
2. In the white matter of the nodulus four compartments
(XC1-J are delineated by accumulations of AChE at
their borders. Injections in the caudal dc and subnucleus

p result in labeled fibers in compartments XC1 and XC4
that terminate as climbing fibers in the XZI and XZm
zones (Fig. 8c). Zone XZIv is bisected by a central, empty
strip of molecular layer and is wider on the ventral than
on the dorsal side of lobule X. Injections in the rostral
dc/vlo label zone XZII on the ventral and dorsal surface
of lobule X and the central strip in XZIv (indicated as
XZIv.). A rostrolateral area in XZ1 contains labeled
climbing fibers after injections of subnucleus p, the
caudal dc, and the rostral dc and vlo. This area is
indicated with a question mark in Figures 7 and 8.
Compartment XC3 is wedged between compartments
XC2 and XC4 and terminates only in the dorsal cortex of
the lobule. It is continuous with a distinct, much wider
compartment in the lateral white matter of lobule IX.
Labeling in XZr11 and XZV is in accordance with the data
from the retrograde labeling experiments of Katayama
and Nisimaru (1988).XC3 and XZIII are labeled when the
injection includes the drncc (K 397, B 2202, and C 1135).
Labeling is present in a lateral strip of climbing fibers
covering the lateral rim of the nodulus (XZv) when the
injection of' the rostral M A 0 includes its lateral border
region (C 11351, but not when this region is spared
(C 1134 and B 2202).
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Fig. 16. Darkfield photographs of autoradiograms of sections
through lobules IX and X A: Case C 1135 This injection involved the
vlo and the rostral MA0 and labeled fibers in compartrncnts XC2 and
XC3 and the corresponding zones and in the extreme lateral pole of

w).

lobule X (zone
B: Case C 1134. This large injection spared the
rostral MA0 and the dmcc. No labeling is observed in compartments
XC? and zones XZIIIand XZV.

to nasal rotation around the vertical axis (vertical axis
neurons) and the more rostral region comprising the rostral
dc and vlo, containing units that were best activated by
rotation around a horizontal axis that is approximately
The present study showed that fibers from certain subnu- co-linear with the axis perpendicular to the contralateral
clei of the inferior olive segregate into bundles that occupy anterior semicircular canal. Stimulation of the ipsilateral
specific compartments within the white matter of the eye dominates the response of most cells in the rostral dc
flocculus and the nodulus. They travel within these compart- [anterior (45”)axis neurons/. Cells in the vlo and in the
ments until they penetrate the granular layer to terminate most rostral part of the rostral dc prefer stimulation of the
in the molecular layer as climbing fibers on their target contralateral eye [posterior (135”) axis neurons I. The borPurkinje cells. Climbing fibers projecting through these der between the caudal dc and the rostral dc is in accorcompartments constitute zones that are continuous across dance with the general pattern of afferent connections of
the folia of the flocculus and the nodulus and sometimes the caudal dc from the NOT, the DTN, and the ITN, and of
extend into adjacent lobules. The graphical reconstructions the rostral dc and the vlo from the MTN and the VTRZ.
of the climbing fiber zones of the flocculus (Figs. 2, 11, 17)
Several previous anatomical studies found a zonal arexemplify the approximately orthogonal relation between rangement in the climbing fiber projection to the flocculus
the zones and the transverse interfolial fissures. The in various species (Yamamoto, 1979a; Gerrits and Voogd,
AChE-positive raphes, which subdivide the floccular white 1982; Sat0 et al., 1983; Ruigrok et al., 1992). Injections of
matter into compartments (Tan et al., 19951, shift medially HRP in the rabbit flocculus resulted in different patterns of
in the direction of the caudal pole of the flocculus. A similar retrograde labeling in the olive (Yamamoto, 1979a). A few
shift was observed in the position of the climbing fiber small injections in the rostral and middle portions of the
zones Fz1-1~.
flocculus resulted in retrograde labeling mainly restricted
The caudal dc, the rostral dc, and the vlo, first described to the rostral dc. Most injections that covered folia fl-4
by Kooy (19161, are segments of a continuous cell column showed labeled cells in the rostral dc with the vlo and in the
located dorsomedially to the MAO. The borders between caudal dc, separated by an empty segment of the dc. This
these segments were never precisely defined with anatomi- empty segment of the dc and the principal olive contained
cal methods, but they have been identified in the rabbit by labeled cells when the injection included folium p.
recording the presence or absence of field potentials in the
Similar observations were made in the combined retrodc and vlo after flash stimulation of the ipsilateral and the grade WGA-HRP and anterograde Phaseolus uulgaris leccontralateral eyes (Maekawa and Takeda, 1977; Takeda tin tracing study of the olivocerebellar projection in the rat
and Maekawa, 1980) and on the basis of the laterality and (Ruigrok et al., 1992).The caudal dc was found to project to
the orientation of the best-response axis for rotation of the paired zones, FE and FE’, in the flocculus, whereas a more
visual surround (Simpson et al., 1981; Leonard et al., 1988). rostral segment of the dc, corresponding to the “empty
The border between the rostral and caudal dc was found to segment” of Yamamoto (1979a), projected to the extension
be located at the constriction of the cell column, which of the FE zone into the ventral paraflocculus. The vlo
marked the transition between units in the caudal dc that innervated two other floccular zones (FD and FD‘), which
were best activated from the contralateral eye by temporal interdigitated with and were situated caudal to FE and FE’,

DISCUSSION
Correlation of white matter compartments
with climbing fiber zones in the flocculus
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Fig. 17. Diagrams of the distribution of climbing fibers in the
unfolded flocculus and ventral paraflocculus and diagrams of the
inferior alive showing injection sites in case C 1134 (A, B) with an
injection including cdc, rdc, and vlo, but sparing the rostral MA0 and
the dmcc, and for case B 2202 (C, D ) with an injection in rostral MAO.

Note that in C 1134 almost all parts of the flocculus are labelcd except
for a caudolateral region correspondingto the C2 zone (asterisk),which
does receive climbing fibers in case B 2202. Scale in B applies also to C,
and the rostrocaudal scale is the same as the dorsoventral scale.

respectively. More rostrally located cells in the PO projected
to an extension of the FD and FD’ zones in the ventral
paraflocculus. FD and FD’ fused around the end of the FE

zone and continued as the D zone in the ventral paraflocculus. Both Yamamoto (1979a) and Ruigrok et al. (1992)
recognized the projection of the rostral MA0 to the caudal
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Fig. 19. Darkfield photomicrographs of transverse sections through caudal flocculus labeled fibers are absent from compartment Ca. Also,
the flocculus in case C 1134. A Note thc relatively sparse number uf
no labeling is present in the position of the nucleo-olivary tract (star in
labeled fibers at the borders of the white matter compartments FCI-:3 A and B; compare with Fig. 14B,D).
and the dense labeling in the lateral part of compartment FC2. B: In the

technique, they found that the caudal dc, rostral dc, and vlo
each supplied two zones of Purkinje cells in the ffocculus.
Their medial F1 zone received aprojection from the caudal
dc and did not extend into the paraflocculus. It was
bordered on its lateral side by the F2 zone! which received
fibers from the vlo. The F1/F2 border is considered genuine
because it separates climbing fibers from noncontiguous

portions of the inferior olive. The F1 zone of the cat,
therefore, can be considered as the equivalent of the FZm
zone in the rabbit and the FE' zone in the rat. The
vlo-innervated F2 zone in the cat is bordered on its lateral
side by F3, which receives a projection from the rostral dc.
The same pattern is repeated more laterally, with the
appearance of F4 (caudal dc), F5 (vlo), and F6 (rostral dc).
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Fig. 20. Summary diagram of the projection of the dc, vlo, and
rostral MA0 through compartments FCl-l and C2 to the corresponding
zones FZI-FZLI7
and C, in the flocculus.

The vlo and rostral dc zones continue across the posterolatera1 fissure into the adjoining medial extension of the
ventral paraflocculus (ME), where they enclose the end of
the caudal dc-innervated F4 zone together with the climbing fibers of the F7 zone, which take their origin from the
caudal bend of the principal olive and which are present
exclusively in the ME. This pattern is similar to the
situation in the rabbit and the rat. and, consequently, F1
and F4 of the cat can be considered as the equivalents of our
FZrv and FZII zones and the combined F2l3 and F516 zones
of the cat as the homologues of the FZIIIand FZ1 zones of
the rabbit flocculus. A subdivision of the FZj and FZlrl zones
was not observed in our material, although an additional
AChE-positive raphe that divided the FCI compartment
over some of its extent was sometimes present (Tan et al.,
1995).
The studies of Yamamoto (1979a1, Gerrits and Voogd
(1982, 1989), and Ruigrok et al. (19921, as well as our own

observations, lead to the conclusion that an identical pattern of climbing fiber connections is present in the flocculus
of different mammalian species and that this pattern finds
its expression in the compartmental subdivision of the
white matter of the flocculus of the rabbit as revealed in
AChE-processed brain sections (Tan et al., 1995).Sat0 et al.
(1983)distinguished three zones in the flocculus of the cat,
with projections from both the rostral dc and the vlo to
rostral and caudal zones, and projections from the caudal dc
to a middle zone. They did not recognize the projection from
the rostral MA0 to the Cz zone of the flocculus nor a second
zone receiving climbing fibers from the caudal dc. Their
zones resemble FZI, FZII, and FZlIr of the rabbit. A similar
trizonal organization was also found in the flocculus of the
monkey (Balaban et al., 19811.

Correlation of white matter compartments
with climbing fiber zones in the nodulus
Our observations on the projection of the inferior olive to
the nodulus confirm the description of Katayama and
Nisimaru (19881, based on retrograde axonal transport of
IIRP, and resemble the pattern reported by Balaban and
Henry (1988); also in the rabbit. We distinguished four
compartments in AChE-stained material in each half of the
white matter of the nodulus. A paramedian, 1-mm-wideXZT
zone was innervated through compartment XC1 by subnucleus @ and the caudal dc. The separate contributions of
these two subnuclei could not be distinguished in our
experiments. Katayama and Nisimaru (1988) subdivided
this zone into a medial, @-innervatedzone and a lateral,
caudal dc-innervated zone. We distinguished a triangular
rostrolateral area bordering on XZ1 in the ventral nodulus
that received projections from the caudal dc andlor subnucleus @ and the rostral dc1vlo. This area is indicated with
a question mark in Figures 7 and 8. Olivocerebellar fibers
from the rostral dc/vlo occupy Compartment XC2 and
innervate the XZJI zone, which was also recognized by
Balaban and Henry (1988) and Katayama and Nisimaru
(1988). Compartment XC3 and the X Z I ~zone
~ are present
only in the dorsal part of the nodulus and they are
innervated by the dmcc. XZrv receives projections from the
caudal dc and, in a central strip (XZ,v*), from the rostral
dc/vlo. Our diagram differs from that of Katayama and
Nisimaru (1988) because, on the dorsal surface of the
nodulus, XZTv(corresponding to their zone iv) intervenes
between X Z I ~and
~ XZv (their zones v and vi), which are
innervated by the dmcc and by the rostral MA0, respectively.
Climbing fibers to the flocculus and the nodulus take
their origin from different regions of the rostral MAO. Cells
projecting to the flocculus of the rabbit are located in the
rostral tip of the MA0 (Alley et al.>1975).Projections to the
nodulus of the rabbit originate from cells located along its
lateral margin (Katayama and Nisimaru, 1988). The differential origin of projections to the Cz zone of the flocculus
and the XZJII and X Z V zones of the nodulus is supported by
our experiments. Injections that spared the lateral half of
the rostral MA0 but included the dmcc (K 397 and B 2202)
caused labeling in XZIII, but not in XZv. Injections that
included the rostral tip of the MA0 (B 2202 and C 1135)
labeled climbing fibers of the Cz zone.
Descriptions of the zonal arrangement of the olivocerebellar projection to the nodulus in other species are less
complete and will not be discussed. The continuity of the
XZI, XZTT,XZrII, and XZv zones with similar zones in the
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uvula is obvious from studies of this lobule in different
species. XZIv does not appear to be represented in this
lobule (Brodal, 1976; Groenewegen and Voogd, 1977; Groenewegen et al., 1979; Kawamura and Hashikawa, 1979;
Eisenman, 1984; Sato and Barmack, 1985, rabbit; Bernard,
1987; Kanda et al., 1989, cat; Apps, 1990, rat).
The anatomical and electrophysiological studies of Takeda and Maekawa (1984a,b 1989a,b),Maekawa et al. (19891,
Kusunoki et al. (1990), and Kano et al. (1990) in the rabbit
showed branching of climbing fibers between flocculus and
nodulus. Takeda and Maekawa (1989) found that 35.6%of
the climbing fibers in the flocculus and 63.4% of the
climbing fibers in the nodulus that could be driven by
optokinetic stimuli could be activated by collaterals terminating in the complementary lobule. Retrograde labeling
from flocculus and nodulus with different fluorescent tracers resulted in double-labeling of 9-27% of the dc neurons
and 12-18% of the cells of the vlo (Maekawa et al., 1989).
There was no distinct spatial segregation of the cells
projecting to the nodulus and flocculus. Branching of
olivocerebellar fibers could not be observed in our experiments, but a continuity was observed between the white
matter of the flocculus and the nodulus. Fibers from the
caudal dc, contained in FC2, and from the rostral dcivlo,
contained in FCI, continue from the flocculus, along the
attachment of the roof of the fourth ventricle into the
nodulus. Furthermore, it seems likely that climbing fibers
innervating the paired zones FZI,IIIand FZII,IVof the
flocculus are branches from the same axon, but this has not
been definitely proved.
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tation is supported by the absence of labeling in this
pathway after injections of [3Hlleucine in the inferior olive.
The nucleo-olivary fibers leave the lateral and interposed
nuclei passing through and around the parvicellular part of
the lateral cerebellar nucleus in the rostral wall of the
lateral recess. They ascend in the lateral angle of the fourth
ventricle dorsal to and intermingling with the fibers of
Lowy’s bundle to become located ventromedial to the
superior cerebellar peduncle. Subsequently they enter the
decussation of the brachium conjunctivum. Nucleo-olivary
fibers from the parvicellular extension of the lateral cerebellar nucleus and dorsal group y to the contralateral vlo and
rostral dc (De Zeeuw et al., 1994; see also footnote 1)follow
the same course.

Functional considerations

The differential projection of the dc/vlo complex to the
different FZ in the flocculus is part of the neuronal circuitry
responsible for the control of eye movements. With the use
of microstimulation three functional zones (termed microzones by Ito, 1984) were distinguished in the rabbit flocculus either by eye movement recording (Dufosse et d.,1977;
Nagao et al., 1985) or by recording the effects of vestibuloocular reflexes (VORs)on evoked eye muscle activity (Yamamoto, 1979b; Ito et al., 1982b). Stimulation of a narrow
strip in the rostral flocculus resulted in horizontal eye
movements or suppression of VORs from the horizontal
canal [horizontal (HI zone 111. Stimulation rostral and
caudal to zone I1 inhibited VORs from the anterior canal or
provoked vertical eye movements [rostral and caudal, vertical (V) zones I and Ill. Stimulation points of the H and V
Lateral A zone of Buisseret-Delrnas(1988)
zones showed considerable overlap. Moreover, inhibition of
Additional observations in our study concern the pres- the VOR for the contralateral inferior oblique muscle (It0 et
ence of a lateral A zone in the medial hemisphere of the al., 1982b) and rotatory eye movements could be produced
posterior lobe (simple, ansiform, and paramedian lobules), by stimulation from an area in the ventral ffocculus that
innervated by the medial part (subnucleus c) of the caudal ran obliquely through zones 1-111 [rotatory (R) zone; Nagao
MAO. The olivocerebellar fibers in the white matter collect et al., 19851. Zone I1 corresponds to the more caudal of the
around and probably innervate the dorsolateral protuber- two strips of Purkinje cells in the rabbit flocculus that
ance of the fastigial nucleus before they enter the white project to the medial vestibular nucleus (Yamamoto and
matter of the lobules. The lateral A zone is not continuous Shimoyama, 1977). Zones I and 111 correspond to the
with its namesake (the medial A zone) in the vermis. In the Purkinje cell strips projecting to the superior vestibular
simple lobule (lobule VI) the B zone intervenes between the nucleus. [Note that the rostralmost zone of Purkinje cells
medial and lateral A zones. A gap separating the lateral and projecting to the medial vestibular nucleus and described
medial A zones in lobule VII of the rat was illustrated by earlier by these authors was no longer mentioned in their
Akaike (1986a,b, 1987).The lateral A zone, and its climbing later work (see also Ito, 19841.1
fiber projections from the subnucleus c in the medial
Climbing fiber responses to optokinetic stimulation were
portion of the caudal MAO, were first distinguished by recorded as complex spike modulation of Purlunje cells of
Buisseret-Delmas (1988) and Akaike (1986a,b, 1987, 1992) the flocculus (Kusunoki et al., 1990; see also Graf et al.,
in the rat. The projection of group c of the caudal MA0 to a 1988) and the nodulus (Kano et al., 1990) of the rabbit.
separate zone in the hemisphere was not accounted for in Cells that preferred horizontal movement were activated
the scheme of the olivocerebellar projection in the rat of when a temporally to nasally moving optokinetic stimulus
Azizi and Woodward (1987),which indicated a projection of was presented to the ipsilateral eye (Ipsi F cells). These cells
the vertical lamella of the caudal MAO, including sub- were located in a single, 1-mm-wide strip along the caudal
nucleus c, to a zone in the posterior vermis (their zone 4 ) . part of the rostral one-third of the flocculus. Some Ipsi F
The projection of the lateral A zone to the dorsolateral cells were found scattered in folium p. There is a good
protuberance was substantiatedby Buisseret-Delmas (1988). correspondence between this strip and the projection of the
caudal dc, which contains the vertical axis neurons of
Course of the nucleo-olivaryfibers
Leonard et al. (1988; see also Graf et al., 1988), to the FZlr
in the rabbit
zone. The rostromedial FZn, zone, with a similar climbing
The course of the nucleo-olivary fibers, first described by fiber input, was not noticed by Kusunoki et al. (1990).
Most of the cells that preferred vertical optokinetic
Legendre and Courville (1987) in the cat, could be confirmed because this tract was retrogradely labeled from stimulation were excited by upward movement presented to
WGA-HRP injections of the rostral dc, the vlo, and portions the ipsilateral eye (Ipsi U cells) or downward movement
of the rostral MAO, DAO, and PO (but not from the caudal presented to the contralateral eye (Contra D cells). Cells
dc and the caudal MAO) in our experiments. This interpre- with a preference for vertical movement were located in two
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strips, one rostral and one caudal to the Ipsi F cells. These
strips correspond to the FZI and FZIII zones, which receive
climbing fiber projections from the rostral dc and the vlo.
The optokinetic stimulus activating the Ipsi U cells appears
to be equivalent to the rotation that activated the posterior
(135") axis units in the vlo in the experiments of Leonard et
al. (1988; see also Graf et al., 1988). The Contra D stimulus
probably was relayed by the anterior (45") axis units of
Leonard et al. (1988; see also Graf et al.,1988) located in
the rostral dc. There is a tendency for Ipsi U cells to be
located more rostrally and medially in the flocculus than
the Contra D cells (Kusunoki et al., 1990, their Fig. 10B,C).
Similarly, the projection of the vlo to the F2 and F5 zones is
medial with respect to the projection of the rostral dc to F3
and F6, as noticed by Gerrits and Voogd (1982) for the
flocculus of the cat. Such a transverse gradient could not be
observed in the corresponding zones in the rat (Ruigrok et
al., 1992) or the rabbit.
The Piirkinje cell zones in the rabbit flocculus, defined by
retrograde labeling (Yamamoto and Shimoyama, 19771,
microstimulation (Dufosse et al., 1977; Yamamoto, 1979b;
Ito et al., 1982a,b; Nagao et al., 1985): or optokinetic
stimulus-induced complex spike activity (Kusunoki et al.,
1990) overlap considerably, especially in the ventral folia of
the flocculus. In this respect they differ from the discrete
climbing fiber projections identified in this study on the
basis of the compartmental subdivision of the floccular
white matter.
Purkinje cells responding with complex spikes to optokinetic stimulation have also been identified in the nodulus of
the rabbit cerebellum (Simpson and Alley, 1974; Kano et
al., 1990). Ipsi F cells were found in medial and lateral
strips in the ventral part of the nodulus. These two strips
flanked a zone of Ipsi U and Contra D cells, which extended
to the dorsal part of the lobule (Kano et al.: 1990). This
arrangement approximately corresponds to the pattern of
two caudal dc-innervated zones flanking a single zone of
climbing fibers from the rostral dc/vlo, as found by Katayama and Nisimaru (1988; their zones ii, iii, and iv),
Balaban and Henry (19881, and by us (XZI,
and XZIv).
A few Purkinje cells of the Ipsi D or Contra U type were
found in the medial, subnucleus P-innervated part of zone
XZI of the nodulus and the uvula (Kano et al., 1990).
Our data indicate that the pattern of terminal zonation of
the climbing fiber projection to the flocculus and nodulus is
rooted in the anatomical compartmentation found with
AChE histochemistry. This compartmentation provides an
intrinsic, independent reference that is a useful tool for
correlatinganatomical and physiological data. This compartmentation is apparently the basis of the modular organization of differential control by the flocculus of eye muscle
activity.
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